Every month I summarize the most important probate cases in Michigan. Now I publish my
summaries as a service to colleagues and friends. I hope you find these summaries useful and I
am always interested in hearing thoughts and opinions on these cases.
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BASEBALL LORE:
TO SARAH
Last week I went to the Tiger – Red Sox game with my partner, Joe Buttiglieri and his daughter,
Sarah. Not being a baseball aficionado, Sarah had a lot of questions which Joe directed to me.
The first question was “what was the longest game in terms of innings”? That one I knew – 26
innings, Brooklyn vs. Boston. The game ended in a 1-1 tie. Then Sarah asked “what were the
most runs scored by a team?” I said 26. I was wrong. The answer is 30, Texas vs. Baltimore,
8/22/07. Then, she asked “how the Tigers got their name?” I replied because the “Lions” was
taken. The true answer is found in Richard Bak’s history of Tiger Stadium. Detroit had a military
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unit nicknamed the “Tigers”; who fought in the Spanish American War. Detroit obtained
permission from the unit to use their name in 1901 and have been Tigers ever since.
REVIEW OF CASE:
Reference Files:

In Terrorem Clause
Probable Cause
Pour-Over Will
Documents Read Together

This published case is of importance because it further expands, in a published form, what
constitutes probable cause as a matter of law, what facts constitute probable cause as a matter of
law; yet takes a broad interpretation of what constitutes a contest.
Decedent had a pour-over Will, naming Appellant as personal representative. Decedent took
control over the property prior to her appointment. Appellee objected to the appointment,
basically claiming mismanagement of the assets. The probate Court appeared unhappy with the
taking charge of the assets prior to appointment, but found no grounds to find the personal
representative unsuitable.
There was no in terrorem clause in the Will, but there was in the Trust; saying that any provision
of the Will which was contested would trigger the in terrorem clause. The court found that the in
terrorem clause applied, because “any provision” meant a provision setting forth the appointment
of a personal representative. It further went on to say that even through the in terrorem clause
was not in the Will – it was in Trust, and since it was a pour-over Will, the Trust was
incorporated by reference (the court could have gone further and decided that the Trust was a
document intended as a Will since it mentioned the Will, but this was not necessary to reach the
conclusion).
The court went on to say that because Appellee believed she had grounds for removal that those
same grounds constituted a basis of objection for the appointment of personal representative and
that, therefore, the Appellee had probable cause.
The court cites Griffin Trust, 281 Mich App 532 (Griffin One) on its definition of probable
cause:
“Probable cause exists when, at the time of instituting the proceedings, there is
evidence which that would lead a reasonable person, properly informed and
advised, to conclude that there was a substantial likelihood that the challenge
would be successful.”1
I am worried that the Court of Appeals cites the improper standard when it says:
“Had Georgiann already been appointed to serve a personal representative,
Christine’s allegations surely would have been sufficient to justify the filing of a
petition for Georgiann’s removal…”
The question is not whether one is justified in filing a petition, in terms of alleging a proper
ground for removal; the question is whether one has probable cause? The mere fact that control
1

As Griffin One was overruled on other grounds, it is important that an un-reversed published definition of probable
cause exists to guide the bench and bar.
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was taken prior to the appointment of a personal representative would not, in this author’s
opinion, be sufficient grounds to determine that there was probable cause. The reason for this is
the legislatures setting forth of the “relation back doctrine”.
In MCL 700.3701:
“A personal representative’s powers relate back in time to give acts by person
appointed that are beneficial to those of the estate occurring before appointment,
the same effect as those occurring after the appointment.”
Since the Probate Court went to find that the Appellant was suitable, those actions must have
been beneficial to the estate. Therefore, although there might have been grounds to justify the
filing of a Petition for Removal, as probable cause is fact based, the Lower Court’s finding of
suitability, when combined with her appointment and a statutory recognition of pre-appointment
action mitigates against a finding of probable cause.
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